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Introduction 

This document describes the underpinning objectives of the IM&T Department to support the Trust’s overall 
health care strategy, providing a clear statement of direction for IM&T.  
 
History: 
2007 - ICT strategy developed. 
2008 - Informatics Department established, Strategy revised as Informatics Strategy. 
2012 - Associate Director of IM&T appointed, IM&T Strategy (this document) drafted. 
 
This document supersedes the previous documents entitled ICT Strategy 2007 – 2012 and Informatics 
Strategy 2008 – 2012 respectively. 
 
The sources used to inform the strategy 
This document draws upon the following guidance and published documents;  

 HPFT Five year plan 2009 – 2014 and HPFT Annual plan 2012/13 

 The power of Information (“Putting all of us in control of our health and care”) DH May 2012. 

 Digital technology essentials guide (QIPP Digital Technology 2012 CfH Web site) 

 The Operating Framework for the NHS in England 2012-13 DH Sept. 2011 (Sets out the business 
and planning arrangements for the NHS) 

 “No Health without Mental Health” a cross-government mental health outcomes strategy for people 
of all ages (“the strategy”). The Strategy sets a clear and compelling vision for improving mental 
health and wellbeing in England. 

 
This document covers the following areas.  
The IM&T Vision and alignment with Hertfordshire Partnership NHS Trust strategy 
Industry standards and compliance within an NHS setting. 
IM&T as a strategic asset and its alignment to corporate objectives.  
Governance arrangements to ensure the plan has the correct level of exposure, executive commitment 
service alignment, and appropriate clinical, financial and technical oversight. 
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The IM&T Vision  

Our vision is IM&T that enables HPFT to achieve its vision and is tailored to the needs of the Trust. 

 Aligned to the HPFT Vision and a scalable proactive enabler in light of business growth ambitions. 

 A source of innovation that makes efficiencies within the wider organisation possible. 

 Remove the language barrier, avoid technical jargon and improve communications. 

 Deliver excellence in customer service and raise the profile of IM&T within HPFT and beyond.  

 Provide timely information to support the delivery of high quality care and operational efficiencies. 
 
In support of the vision the IM&T Department will utilise: 

 Strong leadership and direction, strong relationships within the trust and our partnership organisations.  

 Innovation to support efficiencies and encourage a culture of creative thinking. 

 Individual and collective technical expertise, maintained through continued professional development 

 Investment to underpin a stable, modern, flexible and secure data and telephony infrastructure. 

 
 
Key corporate requirements identified to help the Trust deliver the vision, goals and service strategy, are: 

 Improving our governance arrangements to enable us to respond to, and evidence, new requirements. 

 To improve and make optimum use of our estate. 

 To deliver efficiency gains through more cost effective working, to ensure our competitiveness and to 

meet all of our financial obligations including the delivery of our cost improvement programme. 

 To ensure a robust clinical and management information and IT system which will deliver the 

information required to support outcome based care, provide data for our service commissioners, and to 

aid service planning and change management. 

 To further develop our marketing strategy and tools to raise the profile of the Trust 

 To improve our systems of communication with our staff, service commissioners, service users and 

carers and the wider community. 

 To achieve strong financial management across the whole organisation. 

 Our staff is central to the delivery of our strategy and we will seek to engender an environment of 

learning in which staff have the necessary skills, competencies and confidence to provide high quality 

care in a flexible way. robust clinical and management information 

 

Strategically aligned: Enable the safe and seamless delivery of patient care across organisational 
boundaries. This requires each NHS organisation to plan for sustained IM&T investment that achieves a 
common set of functions and national integration standards. See Appendices 2 and 3. 

A source of innovation: We will actively scan the health and technology markets, both public & private 
with a view to exploiting opportunities though new ways of working, new technology or better use of 
existing technology. In addition, our own people will know the specific part of the business that they are 
involved with very well and will often; have their own ideas about solutions to problems or ways to 
address certain needs. IM&T will encourage employees to bring these ideas forward and support their 
development where there is a clear business case. Innovation will be built into our day to day activities; it 
will become part of what we do routinely rather than something that we only do when we are compelled 
to. We will increase awareness of how innovative technologies could enhance service delivery, and 
employee performance, contribute to a greener environment, reduce stress and drive efficiencies.  
Proposed outcomes; Directorate teams to take away ideas and to explore the business benefits of such 
ideas. Provide information to Directors and SRO’s in support of business case proposals.   

Remove the language barrier: We will work to remove the language barrier that can exist between IT 
professionals and other parts of the organisation. In working towards this goal the team will seek 
wherever possible to use plain language and avoid technical jargon. 

Deliver excellence in customer service: We will support health care professionals in their use of 
knowledge and information through the effective, safe and timely use of knowledge bases, information 
and systems provided by competent IT professionals who understand IM&T and its application in health 
care. 
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 Integration and alignment 
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Continue to review and develop our governance 
structure to ensure that it continues to be fit for 
purpose and able to provide evidence of 
compliance, for new requirements. 
• Develop a plan for reinvesting back in the 
community 
• Promote the principles of recovery to ensure that 
they form the bedrock of care delivery within the 
Trust. 

The introduction of Business intelligence and 
an enhanced data warehousing function will 
augment our Governance through accurate 
reporting to support and assure compliance 
standards. 
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Enhance our systems to ensure that our staff are 
aware of the outcome of reports, and their impact 
on ways of working particularly in respect of 
achieving more cohesive care pathways between 
services and achieving optimum outcomes. 
• Continue to build systems for effective 
performance 
management. 
• Review our arrangements for Service Line 
Management. 

The introduction of a new EPR (PARIS) that 
is ready for the future and can adapt to 
support the adoption of improved pathways 
over time. 
 
Business Intelligence to increase the 
availability of timely management information 
to aid executive and service line 
management decision making. 

F
in
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n
c
e

 

Increase awareness of financial key performance 
indicators 
and build financial competence at all levels 
• Ensure efficient use of resources to maintain 
financial viability 
• Further develop methodologies for costing 
services in preparation for a move away from block 
contracts and to respond to tenders/ opportunities 
for new work. 

The implementation of a Business 
Intelligence Systems that can accept source 
data from Finance and HR systems to enable 
connected reporting across multiple business 
functions.  
 
Consolidate IT purchasing under the control 
of the IM&T department to enable saving to 
be made through intelligent procurement and 
timely cost effective replacement. 
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 • Develop a strong marketing and communications 

strategy, 
including the production of literature to enhance 
engagement 
with the public and members 
• Review our corporate image and, develop a 
strong brand 
• Further develop our systems for the delivery of 
good quality in 
formation to our commissioners and partners 
• Ensure engagement of staff and members in the 
development of 
our vision 

Work closely with the Communication 
Department to ensure that opportunities to 
positively promote the Trust are maximised. 
In addition advise on solutions that enable 
cost effective and timely dissemination of 
information to staff. 
 
Professionalise the IM&T department, 
enhancing the image of IM&T and promoting 
the department as an example of excellence 
within its field.  
 
 

Es
ta

te
s 

Deliver high quality/fit for purpose inpatient facilities 
• Develop a corporate identity for our estate 
• Reduce the number of sites our services operate from 
• Ensure optimal use of our facilities. 
 

The introduction of Agile Working strategies to 
underpin the rationalisation of the estate whilst 
maintaining or improving upon productivity 
through the use of innovative technologies. 
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Develop robust information and data management 
systems 
 
• Improve the technology available to staff to input 
data and in form clinical care. 
 
• Ensure that information services deliver robust clinical 
and management information to underpin planning and 
change management, and to support future emphasis 
on outcome driven care. 

Rejuvenation and rationalisation of the 
technology used by staff to maximise availability 
of all systems.   
 
Implementation of the new EPR (PARIS). 
Design and implement a new Data Warehousing 
function to underpin a new Business Intelligence 
system. 
 
IM&T will introduce ITIL Principles into the 
organisation, adding change and release 
management to our support portfolio. 
 
As a function we will seek to follow the NIMM 
(NHS Infrastructure Maturity Model) and 

move from Level 3 to Level 5. See Appendix 
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Industry and best practice for IT within the NHS (Appendix 1) 

 
ITIL – (Information Technology Infrastructure Library).   
An approach to IT Service Management that provides a systematic approach to the management of IT 
service provision ITIL is the most widely accepted approach to IT service management in the world. 
A process driven, assurance based, controlled IM&T operating environment 
 
PRINCE2 - (Projects IN Controlled Environments 2). A generic, project management method that can be 
tailored to our needs, including how to organise, manage and control projects.  
This is the preferred standard used for managing projects in the NHS. 
Embedding within IM&T makes business sense as IM&T crosses so many areas of the trust. 
 
The Chartered Institute for IT, The Chartered Institute for IT, promotes wider social and economic 
progress through the advancement of information technology science and practice. In addition the 
Chartered Institute is the leading professional body that has the widest influence on regulation, standards 
and control within the IT arena. To achieve Chartered IT Professional status is to be recognised as a 
leading professional within the industry. 
 
* NIMM (NHS Infrastructure Maturity Model).  
A maturity assessment framework that assists NHS IT Organisations to conduct;  
An objective self-assessment of the current IT infrastructure to assess current 'point in time' maturity of 
specific infrastructure capabilities and to identify infrastructure maturity improvement projects. 
 

* Explanation of NIMM (NHS Infrastructure Maturity Model) 
Level 3 is defined as; (As of 2012 -2013) 
A standardised infrastructure with individual level collaboration and knowledge sharing.  
Service provision is reactive, becoming proactive.  
IT infrastructure is stable and architected, service is request driven.  
The focus is to adopt best practice and standards. 
 
Level 4 is defined as; (Our objective in 2013 -2014) 
Infrastructure is virtualised and consolidated.  
Knowledge sharing and collaboration occurs at team level. 
Proactive and accountable, striving for continuous service improvement. 
Service driven with the focus on efficiency. 

 

Current NIMM assessment  
Currently we (IM&T) view ourselves as between Level 2/3 moving towards Level 5 
Our goal is to achieve Level 5 by March 2015. 
 

Level 5 is defined as; (Our objective by 2015) 
 
IT and the business work in partnership. 
Enterprise level knowledge sharing and collaboration. 
IT is a Strategic Asset. 
Drives service innovation. 
Value driven. 
Focus is to become a Catalyst for Innovation. 
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NHS Infrastructure Maturity Model (NIMM) Table (Appendix 2) 

 
 

 

 We are here 
Our 
Goal  

Improved IT Network Infrastructure 
It is essential that we invest in the Central Network Infrastructure in order to realise our vision.  
Without investment in the core infrastructure we will struggle to deliver the Hub and Spoke model, an 
Agile Workforce and the Business Intelligence needed to support our objectives. 
 
To achieve NIMM Level 5 the following has to happen; 

 A standardised infrastructure becomes consolidated and virtualised enabling IM&T to work in 
partnership with the rest of the organisation unconstrained by technology.  

 

 IM&T must enable the sharing of knowledge at any level to improve our collective intelligence to 
support our business objectives and make silo working an unattractive option. 
 

 Continued improvement of the infrastructure will drive efficiency and elevate us from problem or 
request to value led, with a focus on being a catalyst for innovation. 
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Key HPFT Priority Table and detailed IM&T Alignment (Appendix 3) 

 
Key Priority What will we achieve How we will measure success IM&T alignment  

Safe and Effective 
Services 

More service users 
will progress 
positively through 
our services 

Timely access to our services is 
important for service users, but it 
is also a key measure of our 
performance for our 
commissioners 

Supporting PBR & KPI 
indicators. Reporting via PARIS, 
the new EPR system & Cognos / 
Business Intelligence tools. 

More inpatients will 
have positive clinical 
outcomes 

With the introduction of the 72 
hour acute assessment unit and 
work to look at the whole acute 
care pathway, we will be looking 
to extend this measure to 
capture the whole acute 
pathway. 

Through involvement in 
business analysis of care 
pathways to inform the reporting 
and BI process. 

The rate of level 3 or 
4 serious untoward 
incidents (SUIs) will 
remain at a very low 
level 

As a Trust we need to ensure 
we reduce the risk of serious 
untoward incidents (SUIs) 
occurring. 

Continued IG training and 
assisting in awareness 
campaigning. 

The very best 
customer 
experience 

More service users 
and carers will report 
a positive 
experience 
of our services 
 

For this year we have set 
ourselves a target of at least 
85% of service users asked 
reporting that they would 
recommend the Trust’s services. 

Business Intelligence reporting 
will provide the organisation with 
real evidence which may 
corroborate survey results or 
conflict. Either way this will also 
enable us to measure our 
overall perceived performance 
and therefore work to continually 
enhance our reputation. 

Carers will feel 
supported and 
valued in their role 

Performance was consistently 
good last year - 94% of Carers 
asked, reported feeling 
supported and valued by staff. 
We will maintain this good 
performance this year. 

Referrers will feel 
that our services are 
more responsive 

We will be asking GPs to tell us 
their experience of our services 
through a new survey this year. 
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Key HPFT Priority Table and detailed IM&T Alignment, continued 
 

Key Priority What will we achieve How we will measure success IM&T alignment  

Transforming our 
services 

Single Point of 
Access successfully 
implemented 

This service will operate 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, by the end 
of March 2013. 

The IT Support SLA with the 
PCT will be reviewed and out 
of hours support requirements 
realigned as required in line 
with available funding. 

Recovery care 
pathways 
operationally in 
place 

Over the next year we will 
complete the trial and testing of 
five pathways which will help 
shape our future services. 

These pathways are likely to 
have revised or additional 
reporting requirements and we 
will work with the appropriate 
teams to ensure early 
identification of business 
intelligence and reporting 
requirements. 

Better environments 
and IT systems 

To deliver leading care, our staff 
need the right community and 
inpatient environments to work in 
and the right IT tools and support. 
Over the coming years we are 
investing significant sums to 
deliver both. This year we will: 
• roll out our new electronic 
patient record system (PARIS); 
• start building our new c.80 bed 
inpatient unit at Kingsley Green; 
• start building a new assessment 
and treatment unit at Little 
Plumstead in Norfolk; and 
• identify and begin to open our 
new hubs and spokes for our 
community teams across 
Hertfordshire. 

PARIS is planned to go live in 
the Single Point of Access and 
also in CAHMS by the end of 
November 2012. Other HPFT 
service will follow by the 31

st
 

March 2013. Essex and 
Norfolk are planned to follow 
shortly after. 
 
It is planned that Norfolk will 
be directly connected to the 
HPFT network by January 
2013. Planning is in progress 
around this complex piece of 
work. 
 
Planning is in progress. More 
detailed planning will take 
place between Sept and Dec 
2012 to ensure that Agile 
Working requirements are fully 
identified and appropriately 
funded. 

More effective and 
efficient corporate 
and support 
functions 

A new model of support services 
will be developed and 
implemented by the end of the 
year. 

We will work with team to 
identify new and innovative 
ways of working. To exploit 
opportunities and support 
efficiencies through the cost 
effective use of technology.  

Appropriate 
resources are in 
place to deliver the 
Trust’s 
transformation 
programme (LbD) 

We will secure continued funding 
from commissioners to support 
the LbD transformation 
programme. We will also review 
the existing support arrangements 
to make sure that they are 
delivering and costs are kept 
under tight control. 

Sound reporting & reliable 
business intelligence will 
inform the LbD programme & 
support an evidence based 
approach to cost control & 
funding requests. Outline 
planning will take place 
between Sept and Dec 2012 to 
ensure that BI requirements 
are captured as far as possible 
& appropriately funded. 
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Key HPFT Priority Table and IM&T Alignment, continued 

 

Key Priority What will we achieve How we will measure success IM&T alignment  

A high performing, 
productive 
workforce 

More staff will 
understand their 
individual and team 
performance and 
how this contributes 
to the organisation 
 

We will ask staff to tell us through 
the quarterly pulse survey, 
whether they have a good 
understanding of their own and 
their team’s performance and how 
this fits with the Trust’s priorities 
set out in this document. We will 
share these results and set clear 
targets for improvement. 

Improvement may require new 
ways of working, innovative IT 
solutions or other changes to 
current technology use. We will 
review the results of the report 
and advise teams where we see 
that IM&T can assist in enabling 
performance improvement. 

At least 95% of staff will have a 
current personal development 
plan (PDP) in place and have 
completed their annual appraisal. 

100% of all Permanent IM&T staff 
will have a current PDP and will 
have completed their annual 
appraisal. 

At least 88% of staff will have 
completed ALL of their required 
mandatory training by March 
2013. 

This target will be met within the 
team. 

Productivity levels 
increased across the 
organisation. 

By the end of the financial year, 
we will have worked with staff to 
develop a set of productivity 
measures. 

An increase in productivity often 
requires making better use of 
technology. We will ensure that 
teams are aware of the 
opportunities afforded through the 
effective use of technology.   

A motivated and 
learning 
organisation 

Staff will feel more 
engaged and 
motivated 

We will ask staff to tell us about 
how engaged and motivated they 
feel through the quarterly pulse 
surveys. 

We will ensure that a member of 
the IM&T team regularly attends 
the “Big Listen” to explore any 
opportunities to increase 
motivation through the use of 
technology and innovation.  
 
IM&T will continue to facilitate 
training IT, IG & EPR training and 
support other teams in their 
awareness programmes where 
possible. Innovative ways to learn 
such as POD casts and Distance 
learning. 

Staff will be 
equipped with the 
skills and knowledge 
to provide high 
quality care 

By the end of the financial year 
we will see a higher proportion of 
staff saying that they have had 
access to relevant training and 
development. 

Organisational 
learning from our 
successes and also 
when things go less 
well 

Our record of learning from this 
feedback is more patchy and this 
year we will focus on improving 
this. As part of this, we will 
develop a measure to show how 
well we learn from service user 
and carer feedback. 
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Key HPFT Priority Table and detailed IM&T Alignment, continued 
 

Key Priority What will we achieve How we will measure success IM&T alignment  

Financial 
sustainability 
through efficient 
use of resources 
and protecting and 
developing our 
income streams 

HPFT will maintain a 
Monitor Financial 
Risk Rating of 3 

We have to report this to Monitor 
every quarter and maintain a 
rating of ‘3’ or higher for Monitor 
to remain satisfied with our 
financial performance. 

We will continue to work closely 
with the finance team to ensure 
that BI & reporting is used to the 
full & is available to support 
informed financial decision 
making. 
 
New technologies will be explored 
to support savings throughout the 
trust. By way of Agile Working 
technologies to enable hubs & 
spokes or enhanced BI tools to 
facilitate strategic decision making 
processes. 
 
We will scan the horizon for 
opportunities to reduce revenue 
costs & bring our finding to the 
table whenever a potential for 
savings is identified. E.g. VoIP 
Telephony, N3 VoIP gateway to 
leverage savings through 
intelligent call routing. 

Our savings target 
and planned surplus 
will be delivered 

This year we will deliver a surplus 
of £2.3m. This represents about 
1% of our income and is the 
minimum level that we need to 
maintain to keep a Monitor risk 
rating of ‘3’ and support the 
investment we need to make into 
our buildings and IT. To deliver 
this surplus, we must make 
savings of £9.9m this year as 
required by commissioners. 

We will secure 
existing and new 
income streams for 
the following year 
(2013/14) 

By the end of the financial year 
we will have successfully 
negotiated new contracts with 
commissioners to secure the 
future of our services. We will also 
have secured at least £5m worth 
of new income to provide new 
services next year. 

Positive 
relationships and a 
strong reputation 

Our profile and our 
relationships with 
commissioners and 
GPs will improve 

This year we will focus particularly 
on improving our relationships 
with GPs and the new Clinical 
Commissioning Groups. 

We will support the PBR 
requirements that are pivotal to 
the financial relationship between 
ourselves & CCG’s. 

We will develop 
partnerships to 
support the 
development of our 
services 

We already work in partnership 
with organisations like Mind and 
this year we will build on this and 
other relationships to develop at 
least two new services in 
partnership. 

IM&T will seek to forge similar 
relationships with our Informatics 
& It professional peers across 
Organisational boundaries to 
support transparent use of 
technology whenever possible. 

We will achieve 
greater national 
recognition for the 
achievements of our 
staff and the good 
practice across 
our services 

Raising the profile of the Trust is 
important to be recognised as the 
leading provider of our services. 
By the end of the year, we will 
have applied for and won more 
national awards that reflect 
excellent services at a local level 
and highlight the quality of our 
staff. 

We will adopt a model of 
assessment &achievement. 
 
Assess the skills within the team 
and highlight gaps. 
Provide a robust, industry 
standard base for personal and 
team development. 
Promote recognition of skills & 
worth. 
Raise the dept. profile  
 
Encourage all IM&T staff to 
become members of a 
professional body such as 
UKCHIP or The Institute of 
Chartered IT Professionals. 
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Governance (Appendix 4) 

 
This plan will be reviewed & approved by The Executive Director - Quality & Medical Leadership 
Further reviewed and approved by the Executive Team and approved for release by way of notation in 
minutes by the Trust Board. 
 
Governance of the IM&T programme and continued business alignment  
An IM&T/IG programme Group will be set up to ensure alignments are made between IM&T and IG issues 
and the trusts IM&T strategy.  
 
Key Duties and Functions: 
Review/recommend for approval by the Executive Team as appropriate, business cases relating to IM&T or 
other areas of the organisation requiring investment in terms of IM&T resource. 
Accept and action exception reports from projects within the IM&T plan as appropriate. 
Monitor and review Service Level Management (SLM) outputs – Availability and Capacity Management. 
Maintain oversight of additional commercial functions and alignment with IM&T. 
Monitor Information Governance issues to be provided for the purpose of audit. 
The development, implementation and review of the Trust's IG strategy and associated policies including 
compliance with the eight Data Protection Act Principles and the management of all records both clinical 
and corporate (electronic and paper).   
The development, implementation and review of the Information Governance Improvement plan. 
There is an effective infrastructure in place to successfully co-ordinate and implement information risk 
management, and that staff have been appropriately trained to carry out their role. 
Support the Registration Authority (RA) Manager with the RA processes for HPFT. 
Maintain oversight of Clinical Coding Function within HPFT. 
Monitor and review Freedom of Information Act responses. 
 

Suggested Representation: Suggested Membership: 

IM&T/IG (Informatics) 
SBU’s (Business Operations)  
Estates  
Human Resources  
Finance  
SIRO or Deputy 
Caldicott Guardian or Deputy 
Performance 
Practice Governance 
Marketing & Communications 
Social Services 

Executive Director of Quality & Medical Leadership / SIRO - Chair 
Associate Director of IM&T – Deputy Chair  
Interim Technical Services Manager (IM&T)  
Head of Records & Access to Information (Information Governance) 
Information Team Manager (Information Management) 
Associate Director of Estates 
Assistant Director of ICT – CSU or Deputy 
SBU – Manager Director (one for each Business Unit) 
Senior HR Representation 
Senior Finance Representation 
Performance Improvement Manager 
Head of Practice Governance 
Head of Marketing & Communications 
Caldicott Guardian or Head of Records & Access to Information as 
Deputy 
Chief Operating Officer 

 
Links to other Groups: 

 Transformation Programme Board – 

 Payment by Results Steering Group 

 Modernising Estates Group 

 Business Development Group 

 Agile Working Steering Group 
 
The Group will operate as a sub-group of the executive team to ensure sufficient focus is maintained on 
IM&T and IG issues.  The notes of the meeting will be reported to the governance executive.  Ad hoc 
reports will be submitted on request. 
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